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Energy companies working in the Oil sector 
are constantly in search of efficiencies that will 
lower production costs and raise productivity. 

Analyzing processes, capturing data, and providing meaningful feedback to increase safety 
and productivity is critical to lowering production costs and increasing profit.  Check-6 
provides a comprehensive program designed to provide Energy companies with on site 
coaching combined with data collection and analysis, followed by detailed reporting to 
identify and correct deficiencies. Check-6 is there from beginning to end helping to improve 
the process by providing time tested methodology for moving oil rigs.  Central to the process 
are the lessons learned from experience, opening lines of communication, and analysis of 
data to improve subsequent moves.

Challenge:

For Energy companies operating land rigs, the most costly, dangerous and time-consuming 
aspect of drilling is the movement of the rig from one pad to another.  Breaking down the 
rig into its component parts, transporting, and then reassembling the rig presents many 
extreme challenges.  On a per day basis, it is the most expensive phase of drilling.  In 
addition to the normal expense of having the rig under contract, the Energy company also 
incurs a transportation charge. Depending on the size of the rig and distance traveled, 
the cost can range from $150,000 to $250,000. For rig personnel movement of the rig 
represents the highest rate of accident and injury during the drilling process.  For these 
reasons Energy companies are continuously working toward achieving greater efficiency 
and improved safety during the move process. 
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Actions:

After assessing the clients rig move data and comparing that to Check-6’s extensive rig 
move data base, Check-6 established a comprehensive rig move plan which included Check-
6’s Rig Move Excellence® proven methods and processes.  With the support of the client, 
Check-6 focused on bringing all move contractors into a cohesive and aligned team, using 
detailed planning and process analysis. In coordination with the client, Check-6 implemented 
significant changes to the move process including the following;

 • Detailed and structured Pre-Rig Move meetings, incorporating plan, brief, execute,   
    debrief methodology
 • Detailed rig down, trucking and rig up plans
 • Strategic use of augment crews, emphasizing areas with which the rig has been    
    struggling 
 • Data analysis to determine recurrent mechanical issues, then insuring that spare parts   
    and repair crews are on standby
 • Continuous monitoring and periodic meetings with leadership to maintain the planned   
    timeline and identify actual or potential issues at the beginning, middle and end of the day
 • Capturing best practices throughout the move, incorporating learned lessons on    
    subsequent moves, and bringing those lessons to subsequent rig moves

Results:

Deliberate actions enabled Predicable results.

 • More than 55 moves with Client since 2014
 • 23 Moves in 2018
 • Total Days Saved in 2018: 23.42
 • Average % Saved/Move Across Fleet 2018: 24%
 • 4.5-day average from Rig Release to Spud across fleet 
 • Best move time/s: with Flex 3 Rig type
 • High level of trust between the crew and Check-6
 • Intimate working knowledge of Clients contracted rigs

Conclusion:

Every rig move is different – each possessing unique daily challenges. Check-6 proven 
processes provide the customization necessary to achieve safe, efficient and predictable 
outcomes every time. Our process of plan, brief, execute and debrief has worked for clients 
of all backgrounds regardless of rig type, locale, weather or rig crew experience.
Incorporating human factors and team development into the process, the experienced 
coaches tailor the approach to that specific rig’s needs. This equates to more wells drilled 
per year, with the same amount of resources, and a continual commitment to improvement. 
Operational improvements are gained without sacrificing safety – safety is always at the 
forefront of our efforts and Check-6 is a recognized industry leader in implementing a 
culture of safety and care while at the same time increasing efficiencies. If you would like 
to know more about this program and how we can assist you and your company, please 
contact Check 6.
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